Commonwealth 10 is located in the heart of Tanglin Halt estate, between Tanglin Halt Road and Commonwealth Drive. Commonwealth MRT station is just a stone’s throw away.

With the Neighbourhood Centre nearby, residents can enjoy everyday shopping conveniences.
The blocks in Commonwealth 10 are designed exclusively to add a unique charm to Queenstown’s skyline with their cascading heights.

This development offers comfortable and convenient modern-day living with a hint of allurement. It consists of four residential apartment blocks and a multi-storey carpark with a roof–garden. Comprising 774 units, Commonwealth 10 offers a selection of 2, 3, 4 and 5-room flats.
There are also various established schools nearby which cater to the needs of those who have school going children.
A relaxing green space where flowering shrubs and lush tropical foliage abound, is created for residents’ enjoyment. Generous greenery comes complete with playground, fitness station and pavilions to provide for outdoor recreation and relaxation.

Apartments are thoughtfully designed for elegant and functional living. The interior spaces of the apartments feature regular-shaped rooms, which lend itself to a multitude of furnishing and design ideas. A variety of window features in the units make the layouts even more interesting. Full height windows are provided in the living room and ¾ height windows in the bedrooms for all the units.
Samples of Furnished Layout Plans

TYPICAL 2-ROOM FLOOR PLAN
APPROX. FLOOR AREA 47 sqm
(Inclusive of Internal Floor Area 45 sqm and Air-Con Ledge)

TYPICAL 3-ROOM FLOOR PLAN
APPROX. FLOOR AREA 63 sqm
(Inclusive of Internal Floor Area 60 sqm and Air-Con Ledge)

TYPICAL 3-ROOM FLOOR PLAN
APPROX. FLOOR AREA 68 sqm
(Inclusive of Internal Floor Area 64 sqm and Air-Con Ledge)

TYPICAL 4-ROOM FLOOR PLAN
APPROX. FLOOR AREA 88 sqm
(Inclusive of Internal Floor Area 85 sqm and Air-Con Ledge)
TYPICAL 4-ROOM FLOOR PLAN
APPROX. FLOOR AREA 93 sqm
(Inclusive of Internal Floor Area 90 sqm
and Air-Con Ledge)

TYPICAL 4-ROOM (WITH PLANTER) FLOOR PLAN
APPROX. FLOOR AREA 96 sqm
(Inclusive of Internal Floor Area 92 sqm
and Air-Con Ledge)

TYPICAL 5-ROOM FLOOR PLAN
APPROX. FLOOR AREA 117 sqm
(Inclusive of Internal Floor Area 114 sqm
and Air-Con Ledge)

TYPICAL 5-ROOM (WITH PLANTER) FLOOR PLAN
APPROX. FLOOR AREA 114 sqm
(Inclusive of Internal Floor Area 110 sqm
and Air-Con Ledge)